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IHEARTMEDIA DEFENDS CLASS A AM. FCC officials met with iHeartMedia representatives last week to

talk about AM revitalization. A letter from iHeartMedia recapping the meeting notes that the media
company told the Commission staffers that reduction of skywave interference protection to Class A
AM stations could mean a loss of up to 600,000 listeners and over 3 million hours of listening per
week. In driving home the point, iHeartMedia Executive Vice President/Engineering and Systems
Integration Jeff Littlejohn said that Class A stations have “quality and expensive full-service
programming content, such as significant news production and sports programming combined with
reliable coverage.” IHeartMedia also asked that the FM translator filing window extend to all AM
stations, because all AM classes have coverage issues; on AM all-digital proposals, they warned the
trials are showing possible increased interference, besides which only a very small percentage—3% of
all radios and 10-15% of car radios—can receive digital signals at all. See our Last Word on this topic.
WIN SOME, LOSE SOME. Last week, the online music service Pandora

enjoyed a big win when a federal appeals court rejected appeals by ASCAP
and music publishers to jack up Pandora’s streaming rates. What a
difference a week makes: A few days ago, a US District Court judge ruled
in favor of BMI in a similar case, forcing the online service to pay 2.5% of
revenue instead of the 1.75% they currently pay. A BMI statement exults,
“This is an important step forward in valuing music in the digital age.”
Pandora will appeal: “We strongly believe the benchmarks cited by the
court to not provide an appropriate competitive foundation for a market rate.”
RAB CUTS DOWN AND SYNCS UP. The Radio Advertising Bureau will no longer be releasing quarterly

revenue statements, opting instead for biannual reports based on the calendar year. The RAB posted a
statement on its website, saying, in part, “In keeping with revenue reporting schedules of other media
and marketer organizations, effective 2015, the Radio Advertising Bureau will join by replacing
quarterly revenue reporting and issuing bi-annual Revenue Reports for First-Half 2015 and Year-End
2015.”
FIRST AMBER, NOW BLUE. The measures that would establish a “Blue

Alert” system were passed in record time in both the House and Senate,
and is now on President Obama’s desk for approval into law. The Blue
Alert system works the same way that the Amber Alert system does: it
sends the word out through all media, including radio, to ask the public to
keep an eye out for those responsible for injuring or killing law
enforcement officers.
WHY AM I NOT SURPRISED? WHY AM I SUSPICIOUS? Wireless giant Verizon has announced that it will

purchase AOL for about $4.4 billion. The sale will be completed this summer, and no one is
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anticipating anything but smooth sailing when it comes to federal regulatory agencies like the FTC
and the FCC. See our Last Word.
IS RADIO NEWS STUCK IN NEUTRAL? According to the annual RTDNA/Hofstra University

study, radio news directors fared poorly when compared with their television
counterparts in the area of “trying new things in social media”: Whereas over 72% of TV
news directors said they tried something new in social media in 2014, and only 27.6%
said things that stayed the same, among radio news directors, over 57% said they had
done nothing new, and just under 43% said they tried new things. On the other hand,
radio was doing more tweeting than TV, while Facebook was used in about the same
Papper
measure by both media. However, study director Bob Papper noted, “A lot more major
market stations in this year’s survey don’t use Facebook at all. Hard to understand in 2015.” Editor’s
$0.02: Prof. Papper, have you used Facebook lately? It’s not at all hard to understand why
companies and individuals alike are abandoning it in droves.
ANOTHER HONOR FOR ONE OF MY FAVORITE PEOPLE. Mary Quass, President and CEO

of NRG Media, will receive the 2015 Rockwell Award at the Conclave Learning
Conference in July. (She shares the honor with consultant Dan Vallie, a very nice
person in his own right who clearly deserves the award or they wouldn’t give it to him.)
Mary reacted to the news in this way: “I think this award really belongs to the
outstanding group of broadcasters that I have been fortunate enough to have had the
pleasure of working over the years. I have loved EVERY job I have had in radio and feel
grateful for the opportunities given to me by the industry and my fellow broadcasters.
Thank you for allowing me to do what I love.” See our Last Word for my take.

http://www.patbryson.com

Quass

info@regionalreps.com

www.worldwidewebworx.com
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M O N E Y PA G E

June Sales Opportunities
The following businesses report above-average sales in the month of June:
Appliance Stores
Autos New
Autos Used
Auto Parts
Auto Repairs
Beer
Bridal
Building Supplies
Fast Food
Floor Covering

Florists
Hardware
Lawn & Garden
Life Insurance
Mobile Homes
Movie Theaters
Real Estate New
Sporting Goods
Tires
—RAB’s Top 40 Business Survey

June Promotional Opportunities
Months
Adopt a Shelter-Cat Month
African-American Music Appreciation Month
Audiobook Appreciation Month
Caribbean-American Heritage Month
Cataract Awareness Month
Child Vision Awareness Month
Children’s Awareness Month
Dairy Alternatives Month
Effective Communications Month
Entrepreneurs “Do it Yourself” Marketing Month
Gay and Lesbian Pride Month
Great Outdoors Month
International Men’s Month
International Surf Music Month
June Dairy Month
June Is Perennial Gardening Month
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Pride
Month
Men’s Health Education and Awareness Month
Migraine and Headache Awareness Month

National Accordion Awareness Month
National Aphasia Awareness Month
National Bathroom Reading Month
National Candy Month
National GLBT Book Month
National Iced Tea Month
National Rivers Month
National Safety Month
National Soul Food Month
National Zoo and Aquarium Month
Pharmacists Declare War on Alcoholism
PTSD Awareness Month
Rebuild Your Life Month
Skyscraper Month
Sports America Kids Month
Student Safety Month
June 1-July 31—Fireworks Safety Months
June 1-Oct 31—Central Pacific Hurricane Season
June 1-Nov 30—Atlantic, Caribbean and Gulf
Hurricane Season

Weeks
June 4-10—National Business Etiquette Week
June 6-13—International Clothesline Week
June 7-13—Bed Bug Awareness Week
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June 8-14—National Automotive Service
Professionals Week
June 11-18—National Nursing Assistants Week
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June 13-20—National Hermit Week
June 14-20—National Flag Week
June 21-27—Carpenter Ant Awareness Week
June 21-27—Lightning Safety Awareness Week

June 21-27—Meet a Mate Week
June 21-27—National Mosquito Control
Awareness Week

Days
Jun 01—National Thank God It’s Monday! Day
Jun 01—Say Something Nice Day
Jun 05—National Donut Day
Jun 06—National Trails Day
Jun 06—National Yo Yo Day
Jun 07—Children’s Awareness Memorial Day
Jun 07—National Cancer Survivors Day
Jun 08—National Caribbean American HIV/
AIDS Awareness Day
Jun 08—Upsy Daisy Day
Jun 08—World Oceans Day
Jun 11—National Nursing Assistants Day
Jun 12—National Jerky Day
Jun 13—World Juggling Day
Jun 14—Children’s Sunday
Jun 14—Family History Day
Jun 14—Flag Day
Jun 14—Multicultural American Child
Awareness Day
Jun 14—Race Unity Day
Jun 14—Warren G. Harding Becomes First
President to Broadcast on Radio (1922)
Jun 14—World Blood Donor Day
Jun 15—Native American Citizenship Day
Jun 15—Nature Photography Day
Jun 15—Quarterly Estimated Federal Income
Tax Payers’ Due Date
Jun 15—United Nations: World Elder Abuse
Awareness Day

Jun 17—United Nations: World Day to Combat
Desertification and Drought
Jun 18—Recess at Work Day
Jun 19—World Sauntering Day
Jun 20—United Nations: World Refugee Day
Jun 21—Family Awareness Day
Jun 21—Father’s Day
Jun 21—Go Skateboarding Day
Jun 21—Husband Caregiver Day
Jun 21—Midsummer
Jun 21—National Daylight Appreciation Day
Jun-21—Summer Begins
Jun 22—Baby Boomers Recognition Day
Jun 22—Stupid Guy Thing Day
Jun 23—Let it Go Day
Jun 23—National Columnists’ Day
Jun 23—Runner’s Selfie Day
Jun 23—United Nations: International
Widows’ Day
Jun 23—United Nations: Public Service Day
Jun 25—National Handshake Day
Jun 26—Take Your Dog to Work Day®
Jun 27—Decide to Be Married Day
Jun 27—Great American Backyard Camp out
Jun 27—National HIV Testing Day
Jun 27—PTSD Awareness Day
Jun 28—America’s Kids Day
Jun 30—Leap Second Adjustment Time
—Chase’s 2015 Calendar of Events

(We’ll have July’s calendar next week.)
Produced campaigns for holidays and seasonal events are available from Grace Broadcast Sales.
Free online demos, which you can pre-sell risk-free, are at www.GraceBroadcast.com.

www.randylawson.com
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AT T H E F C C

A Few Minutes with the Commissioner

During the NAB in Las Vegas, my friend and colleague Jay Douglas and I had the opportunity to catch
up with FCC Commissioner Ajit Pai, specifically to ask about his advocacy of AM radio.
Why not leave AM alone? If it dies, it dies.
I think AM radio continues to be the audible core of our national culture, and I’ve seen it myself as a
Commissioner, from KDKA in Pittsburgh to KLKC in my hometown of Parsons, Kansas to KZPA in
Fort Yukon, Alaska all the way up to WBRW in Barrow, Alaska—these are stations that continue to
provide valuable information to people in their communities of license, and that’s a service that I still
think has vitality even in this age of wireless technology and the Internet.
But why not replace them with FM signals and let AM go away?
I think for a lot of people, myself included, there’s something nostalgic about AM in particular. I still
love hearing that scratchy signal when you’re trying to make out what a program is—although, as a
Commissioner, I’m certainly advocating for more improvements to help some of those AM
broadcasters provide a higher quality that penetrates the noise floor than we’ve got now. Nonetheless,
I think there’s a hold that AM radio has on the American populace—driving across the country and
catching the far-away baseball game, for example, that still really captures the imagination.
What’s going on with AM revitalization? Where do we stand with regard to the FM translator issue?
Just today the Chairman announced that he was going to be sending me and the other Commissioners
a Report and Order—essentially the final step for adopting some of these proposals that we teed up
almost a year and a half ago. I’m really excited about the prospect of finally bringing home some of
these improvements. I do, however, want to make sure that all of the proposals that we teed up are
included in the final batch. For example, in the short term, I do want us to repeal the ratchet rule, I
want to open up a window for AM broadcasters to get an FM translator where available, and take
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other steps like that to modernize our rules.
And in the longer term, the Chairman has indicated that we’re going to tee up some other issues—all
digital, for example—and see where that might take us. But I think the critical step is getting the
Chairman’s okay on, finally, revitalizing AM radio from the FCC perspective—whether the
marketplace agrees to it is another question.
Right now it’s very difficult for small-market broadcasters to get an FM translator, and they’re
saying, “We live in the middle of nowhere, why do we have to go through sophisticated engineering
studies in order to do this?”
That’s one of the reasons why I’m going to continue to push hard for FM translators to be a part of
this AM revitalization effort, because from what I’ve seen, the problem isn’t that AM broadcasters are
trying to game the system—they are just looking for another way, in the short term, to serve their
communities with the information that is so valuable.
I view the translator issue as a bridge to something long-term, not necessarily the solution. That’s
what I hope the Chairman comes to appreciate as well.
What are you saving? Are you saving a technology, are you saving a programming style, or are you
saving people’s small businesses?
I think we’re saving all of those things. We’re saving people’s lives, in some cases, when the wireless
towers go down, when the Internet isn’t working, and people turn to their battery-powered AM radios
to get life-saving information. I saw it for myself when I was at KZPA in Fort Yukon: I noticed some
pieces of paper by the program director’s desk and I said, “What are those?” And he said, “Well, when
some of the loved ones of folks around here are out in the bush, all they have is their battery-powered
radios, and these pieces of paper are notes—messages—that people here in town give so that they can
stay in touch when they’re out in the bush. Who else is going to do services like that?
When I said “AM radio is the audible core of our national culture,” I really mean it—is not just
nostalgic, it’s life-saving information, and it’s localism. WRDN in Durand, Wisconsin, for example, is
the only AM broadcaster that’s going to broadcast local high school football games, the only one that’s
going to allow the pastor to deliver his sermon to the folks who can’t make it into the pews on Sunday
morning. . . In a lot of cases, if AM broadcasters didn’t do it, no one else would.
If I can preserve that grand old band a little bit longer, then my time at the FCC will be worth it.

www.worldwidewebworx.com
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I N D U S T RY V O I C E S

Rebooting Radio
By Fred Jacobs
Those of you who know our style also are aware that we have disdain for those who just
complain, finger point, or make excuses for why things are the way they are. After more
than three decades of consulting, our mission is to help solve problems.
And that’s the goal of today’s post. But tackling the major task of repositioning radio in
the minds and hearts of advertisers is a little bit more daunting than doing a music resort or coming up with a spring contest. But we started this, and our mission is to
suggest action steps, as big and gnarly as they may be.

Jacobs

Now as you read down the list, there may be a tendency to blurt out reactions like:
“Great—but where is the money going to come from?” Or, “Like that’s going to happen.” Or, “Fred,
you’ve finally lost it.”
But I’m hoping you can suspend those negative thoughts to truly consider my suggestions—and then
perhaps take the time to work on some of your own. Because if you’re in radio, this is our problem.
And it’s not going away. As many hoped that the Internet was just some sort of fad, radio’s doldrums
aren’t just going to reverse themselves with the next tornado, Presidential election, or celebrity
scandal.
I have often quoted a line from Pierre Bouvard over the years when he was an ace research analyst for
Jon Coleman’s company:
“Perceptions are like glaciers—
slow to form and slow to melt.”
While I think that for decades
and decades this was a truism,
but may not be the case anymore.
In our fast, faster, fastest media
world, perceptions and attitudes
that were once glacier-like have
become more like a firehose. In
this environment, attitudes,
moods, and emotions are
changing fast. Sometimes it’s
hard to keep up with the ways in
which once popular people,
gadgets, and media fall out
fashion.
So how do we begin the process
of solving these radio’s perceptual
issues, because they are moving
quickly?
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CONDUCT A S.W.O.T ANALYSIS FOR RADIO. The

industry is in need of the same exercise it puts
its stations through—assessing the strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats it’s
facing. You can’t fix what you can’t identify and
prioritize. So hire Gerry Tabio, bring in some
of the best thinkers in the industry, and create
a radio summit—perhaps organized by a wide
range of companies, the NAB, RAB, and other
broadcasting organizations. A strategic starting
point is mandatory for truly moving the needle
and changing perceptions.
USE THE POWER OF PERSONALITIES,
showcasing talent on both the local and
national stages. Radio’s unique strength is its
on-air talent and its reach—assets that put it in
front of the other audio media outlets and
brands. Whether it’s on marketing seminars
and sales calls, at events, and at conferences
like The Radio Show, talent should be front
and center in every key presentation, pitch,
and event. We are a personality/celebritydriven world, and yet radio too often makes it
difficult to access its most visible, most-known,
and popular talent.
CONVERT THE RADIO SHOW INTO A SHOWCASE
FOR RADIO rather than an industry insider

event. Move it to locations that matter to
advertisers—like New York City and L.A.—and
put radio on display for advertisers and
marketers. Of course, it would be mandatory to
include the aforementioned personalities
because CEOs and program directors aren’t
going to charm Madison Avenue.
HIRE A NATIONAL PR FIRM to create a major

program that is rolled out nationally, but that
also has local opportunities for every station
and company to tell radio’s rebooted story.
And require that every sales call begins with
this “Why Radio” PR effort.
AND WHILE WE’RE AT IT, RADIO NEEDS
MARKETING. That’s right—develop a national

advertising campaign that positions radio as
the vital medium it truly is, and get the
message out there through all the conventional
—and unconventional—channels. Great brands
market themselves.
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STOP PLAYING DEFENSE, and use the aforementioned S.W.O.T. to actively position radio’s strengths

while pointing out its many advantages as an entertainment and advertising medium over new media
competition. For more than a decade, radio has allowed Sirius, XM, Pandora, and others to get
control of the messaging, and make its points. Radio needs to go on the offensive and stop being
repositioned by everyone else.
WORK THE CIRCUIT—TED TALKS, TV talk shows, and other outlets using radio’s top personalities

armed with stories and even some data to make a great impression. New products, new films, and new
gadgets have rollouts. As long as we’re going through this “reboot,” let’s take advantage of all those
cable, Internet, and TV channels. If you make enough noise, they’ll cover us.
This list could be longer (packaging radio’s digital efforts, improving its user experience and talking
about it, collaborating more meaningfully with state broadcasters associations), but this is already
plenty to suggest, discuss, and critique.
I’d love to hear from you about these ideas, and hopefully, some of your own.
In the past, radio simply has not had to make much of an effort to achieve success among advertisers.
As one of a very limited number of media outlets just a decade or so ago, radio raked in a lot of cash
by just being there.
The “If you build it, they will come” mentality has run of stream for radio. Today, you have to be
aggressive to get attention. Some of the advertising malaise we talked about yesterday may in fact be
attributable to radio’s lackluster effort to collectively take control of its messaging in an entertaining
and attention-getting way, selling its strengths.
Whether you’re Kim Kardashian, the NBA, Legos, or Old Spice, the need to assess, evolve, reinvent,
and sometimes reboot is all part of the branding and marketing process.
Radio is no different. In fact, you could make the case that it’s been a long time since good old radio
had its last makeover: “Radio is red hot.” “You heard it first on the radio.”
We can do better than that.
Fred Jacobs is president of Jacobs Media, a leading radio consultancy specializing in, but by no
means limited to, the Classic Rock format. His “JacoBLOG” (http://jacobsmediablog.com), from
which this article is derived, is a repository of thoughtful ideas about radio’s present and future. You
can share your ideas with Fred by emailing him at fredjacobs@jacobsmedia.com.

http://www.mikejensen.solutions
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T H E L A S T W O R D

Who’s Representing The Rest of the AM Dial?
Notes and Comment from SMRN Publisher Jay Mitchell
It’s all fine and good that iHeartMedia took a
separate meeting with FCC Media Bureau
chiefs and engineers last week to make sure
that Class A AM stations get the best
treatment as AM revitalization moves forward
—but what about the rest of us? What about
the AM stations that have small signals but
that reliably serve their individual markets
with, using iHeartMedia’s own words,
“significant news production and sports
programming combined with reliable
coverage”?
Most of us have done our share of DXing—
twirling the dial for exotic stations in exotic
locales (as a kid I was fascinated with some of the live Country shows coming out of Atlanta and
Nashville, which I could pick up in Iowa using a pretty good AM receiver)—but it can be argued that
the days of the relevance of big-footprint AMs are over, and that it’s time to let those Class D stations,
who, for the most part, work very hard to serve communities that the Class A’s are just barely aware
of, have their day in the sun—or, should I say, “in the moon.”
When we caught up with Commissioner Ajit Pai at the NAB Show in Las Vegas, one of the things he
said was, “WRDN in Durand, Wisconsin, for example, is the only AM broadcaster that’s going to
broadcast local high school football games, the only one that’s going to allow the pastor to deliver his
sermon to the folks who can’t make it into the pews on Sunday morning. . . In a lot of cases, if AM
broadcasters didn’t do it, no one else would.”
It looks like at least one FCC
Commissioner has his head on
straight. We can say with
complete certainty that, say,
KSTP in Minneapolis has no
interest whatsoever in
broadcasting the games of the
Durand Panthers—but, with
KSTP at 1500 and WRDN at
1430, it may be that the latter
station has to protect the former.
There’s got to be some reason,
after all, that WRDN’s power
drops from 2000 Watts during
the day to 152 Watts after
sundown.
www.smartsbroadcast.com
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The AM revitalization initiative is an opportunity to correct and, in Commissioner Pai’s words,
“modernize” the injustices suffered by smaller-market radio stations. The last time I looked, we’re
living in 2015, not 1940.
And the last time I looked, iHeartMedia still owned some smaller-market radio stations, among them
local AMs. But we already know that a VC-driven company like iHeartMedia is all about the money,
and they are willing to sacrifice the relative pittances earned by their smaller-market stations to
strengthen and indemnify their clear-channel properties, which, even today, are probably throwing off
a ton of cash—especially since round after round of cutbacks have maintained profitability while
sacrificing the soul of these once-great legendary stations.
I’m all for nostalgia, but not when hard-working small market broadcasters are severely impaired by
an anachronistic system. KSTP is in no way serving Durand, Wisconsin, so why should we protect its
right to cover that community with its signal?

An Honor Well Deserved
Mary Quass is the real deal. I’ve known her for 20 years and love her like a sister. (Who knows?
Maybe she was my sister in a previous life.) I have very high standards when it comes to radio people,
coming as I do from a family where father and brother were also dedicated broadcasters, and Mary
passes all the tests. Her reaction to winning the Conclave Rockwell Award may sound like a bunch of
platitudes to those who don’t know her, but those who do will recognize Mary’s complete sincerity in,
first, sharing the credit with her coworkers (who all love her, by the way), and second, saying “I have
loved EVERY job I’ve had in radio.” She’s not kidding. We need a whole bunch more like her.

Here’s Why I Am Not Surprised but I Am Suspicious
So Verizon is going to buy AOL. For those who haven’t kept up, four and a half billion dollars seems
like a pretty hefty price to pay for a service that nobody uses. . .but what used to be known as “America
On Line” has transformed itself into a pretty good, pretty relevant news service and portal.
So Verizon is laying out a bit more than chump change for the service. Maybe it’s just me, maybe my
mentality is too small, but when
a giant becomes gianter, there is
usually an agenda behind it, and
rarely do the agendas of giants
benefit small businesses like
yours or mine.
We’ll all stay tuned to find out
what happens when the other
shoe drops.

http://gracebroadcast.com/prodJDM.htm
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